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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study was to elucidate participant’s understandings of the notion of 
masculinity and the implications thereof for their gendered identities. The study was approached
from a, broadly speaking, social constructionsist paradigm following an inductive theme of
inquiry. This study looked at masculinities (plural) rather than masculinity (singular) and the way
in which these masculinities are constructed in participants talk about chores within the home-
space.
Consistent with this approach, data was collected by means of personal semi-structured, face-to-
face interviews with nine young adult male participants. The interviews were transcribed
verbatim and data was therefore in the form of text. The interview texts were analyzed using
Parker's criteria for a discourse analysis. Discourse analysis was the chosen method of analysis as
it is an appropriate method for identifying and analysing constructs of masculinity in young men's
talk on domesticity.
There were three main themes identified in this study namely that of the traditional notions of
masculinity, new age constructions and the gendered constructions of chores. This study
implicitly shows that though masculinity was overwhelmingly constructed within the traditional
notions of masculinity, with respect to the performance of chores within the home-space
however, the men in this study report negotiations of their gendered identities within their
heterosexual relationships. Furthermore, these negotiations do not seem to trouble the notion of
masculinity as it is normalised by the participants in recognition of their performances of
traditional female chores within the home-space.
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1CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
The topic of this research is constructions of masculinity in young men's talk on domesticity. It is
approached from a social constructionist paradigm following an inductive theme of inquiry.
Social constructionism holds that all ways of understanding are historically and culturally located
and, as a result, are seen as products of that culture or history (Burr, 1995). In many societies the
home-space has traditionally been a female dominated space, however, social and political
changes have brought with it a shift in expectations regarding what is considered appropriate
gender behaviour within the domestic sphere (Sanchez & Kane, 1996).
The current research looks at doing gender as an active (re) construction of gender, located in
daily interaction, in the context of this study, the chores in the home space. It has been argued
that the guidelines that regulate appropriate gender behaviour are contingent on and vary from
time to time and from place to place (Connell, 2000).
In an atempt to tease out the constructions of masculinity in the young men’s talk on their 
gendered identities, the researcher attempts to identify constructions at the level of the discourses
that structure gendered interactions. Men and women’s day-to-day negotiations and struggles
around the domestic division of labour can be conceived as being part of a larger social process
that involves slow changes both in consciousness and practice (Sullivan, 2004). Beynon (2002)
acknowledges that many masculinities co-exist across cultural, historical contexts, and
geographical locations, and that these factors influence masculinity within the respective
contexts. In line with this, it can then be expected that within multicultural societies, such as ours,
different forms of masculinity coexist (Connell, 2000).
2When we talk, in the context of this study, on the division of domestic chores, we position
ourselves within historically and culturally available discourses. Discourse analysis is said to
involve a commitment to examining processes of meaning in social life (Seale, 2004). It is an
interpretive process that relies on close study of specific texts, such as the transcripts used in the
current study, and as a result does not lend itself to hard-and-fast ‘rules’ of method (Seale, 2004).
Connell (2001) states that there is a lack of empirical work on the processes of negotiating the
prescriptive norms associated with culturally valued masculinities. There is therefore importance
in identifying the constructions available to such men that enable the management of the
potentially conflicting discourses of masculinities produced through the concepts of
breadwinning and the hegemony of gender-egalitarian values. This research is therefore relevant
within the context of a rapidly changing society where equality is enshrined within an advanced
liberal constitution, and an increasing focus on power differentials in gender relations. When two
people meet, they negotiate their relative power and parity and continually negotiate this power
through interactions and daily practices, such as those found in the domestic sphere. Within
contemporary society, there are definite rewards for being a certain type of man and this research
atempts to tease out to what extent these ‘superior’ masculinities are ascribed to.
The following chapter looks at the theoretical framework used to theorise gender and
constructions of masculinity within contemporary society.
3CHAPTER 2: THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK AND LITERATURE REVIEW
In an attempt to theorise gender and the constructions of masculinity, the current study is
approached from an inductive theme of enquire, namely that of the social constructionist
paradigm. Social constructionists believe that gender roles are patterns of behaviour that we are
accustomed to as the ‘traditional’ notions we have about men and women in our society. 
Social Constructionism
Social constructionist assumptions tend to go with interpretative explanations, fit with the
symbolic interaction framework, and is used by researchers who work with qualitative data.
Social constructionists also assume that the interactions and beliefs of people create reality.
Social constructionism questions the basic assumptions made in psychology and indicates how
these are frequently used to serve particular dominant interests. Knowledge is viewed as
constructed in the interactions between people, thus social action and knowledge are intricately
linked (Macleod, 2002).
A social construction is a concept or practice, which may appear to be natural and obvious to
those who accept it, but is a socially constructed invention of a particular culture or society.
Social constructs are generally understood to be the by-products of countless human choices,
rather than laws resulting from divine will or nature (Macleod, 2002). A major focus of social
constructionism is to uncover the ways in which individuals and groups participate in the creation
of their perceived social reality. It involves looking at the ways social phenomena are created,
4institutionalized, and made into tradition by humans (Burr, 1995).
As the focus of this study is to elucidate participant’s understandings of the notion of masculinity
and the implications for their gendered identities, a social constructionist paradigm is appropriate
because it steps away from traditional assumptions that identity is fixed and essential.
Events and situations that we encounter daily construct our experience of life and social
constructionist researchers focus on elucidating the way in which those experiences are
constructed and given meaning. The main tenets is to move away from those ready set
classifications of our reality and search for elaboration of meanings that people give to their
experiences of social interaction (Denzin & Lincoln, 1998).
Bearing in mind that analysis of this study is done through investigating the constructions of
masculinity in these young men’s talk, we look at language and the ways in which it is used.
Language is said to be the prime instrument of thought and social action but it is also said to be
unstable. Languages are unstable in the sense that significance of utterances is likely to vary
across cultures, situations and different times (Harre, 2004). Within the current study, language is
used to construct and deconstruct gendered identity through the young men's talk on domesticity.
The Turn to Language
According to Foucault (1977, 1980), discourse refers to a socially constructed system of
statements –a linked set of terms, interpretations and meanings. There is no clear and automatic
relationship between a discourse and social practices, but Foucault believed that social practices
5are informed by discourses. Discourses are seen to affect our views on all things and therefore it
is not possible to escape discourse (Foucault, 1980). The chosen discourse delivers the
vocabulary, expressions and perhaps also the style needed to communicate.
Each discourse brings different aspects into focus, raises different issues for consideration, and
has different implications for what we should do. In effect, discourses, through what is said or
otherwise represented, serve to construct the phenomena of our world for us, each portraying the
phenomenon as having a very different 'nature' from the next (Burr, 1995).
A discourse is said to constrain the range of subject positions that are available, but individuals
can also choose between discourses, choose from a variety of possible subject positions within a
particular discourse, or create new subject positions (Harre & van Lanenhove, 1999). With
reference to the current research, discourses surrounding the construction of various notions of
masculinity within the home space will be identified within the talk of the participants. This study
looks at the constitution of gendered subjectivity in terms of a number of discourses that are
salient in the interview material.
In theorising gender, one needs to look at gender as a construct and the ways in which gender
practices inform and are informed by the various constructions.
Theorizing Gender
Gender can be viewed as a process through which an individuals' social life is organized at the
level of the self, family and society as a whole because cultural ideals play a major role in the
6construction of our gendered identities (Shefer, 2001). Contemporary studies of masculinity
acknowledge that many attributes of masculinity are socially, culturally and historically
constructed through power relations rather than universal, biological givens (Edley & Wetherell,
1997).
Ridgeway and Correll (2004), note that an important achievement in gender knowledge is the
revolution in our theoretical conceptualization of gender as a social phenomenon. The authors
also argue that gender is not primarily an identity or role that is taught in childhood and then
enacted in family relations, but instead gender is an institutionalized system of social practices for
constituting people as two significantly different categories. These categories include men and
women and upon whom social relations of inequality are organized (Ridgeway & Correll, 2004).
Historically rooted notions of sex identity as a given are the products of a belief system specific
to modern Western societies in which diversity in the forms through which the male/female
distinction has been understood (Nicholson, 1995). Within modern Western thought, in most
industrialized societies, the male/female distinction was caused by and expressed in most
essential respects, ‘the facts of biology’. Due to its implicit claim of biological diferences 
between males and females, the concept of sex suggested the fixedness of such differences.
‘Gender’ was therefore introduced as a concept to supplement ‘sex,’ not to replace it. 
The terms male and female refer to one’s biological make-up, the physical and genetic facts of
being one sex or the other. ‘Masculine’ preferences, atributes and interests are those which are 
typically associated with being a male in a given society and culture, while ‘feminine’ 
preferences, attributes and interests are those that are typically associated with being a female
7(Morris & Maisto, 2002). In psychology, masculinity has been defined in various ways: for
example, in terms of essences, attributes and/or traits that are associated with being male
(Beynon, 2002). For example, the male sexual drive is primarily constructed in biologically
deterministic terms, rationalized through discourses of 'nature'. This allows males to feel that they
are forced by 'nature' to seek sexual relationships with women, at times irrespective of any
existing sexual relationship (Shefer, 2001).
Gender discrimination and division of labour based on ‘naturalistic’ arguments contend that
women are naturally suited to managing the household and looking after the children, as females
are seen as innately maternal and socially orientated. Males on the other hand are assumed to be
bold and competitive, not easily swayed by emotions, and are therefore said to be suited to
managing government, war and commerce (Popenoe, Cunningham & Bould, 1998). Furthermore,
women for example, were always regarded as the caretakers and homemakers and that role
remained established even as the necessity for continuing the traditional pattern diminished
(Edley, 2001).
In contrast to the ‘naturalistic’ argument, is an argument that pertains to socialization. It is an 
approach that reiterates the gendered division of labour. Socialization is the process through
which the individual learns and accepts gender roles, it works by encouraging wanted and
discourages unwanted behaviours (Popenoe, Cunningham & Bould, 1998).
Cunningham (2005) argues that the influence of gender socialization operates indirectly by
shaping individuals' levels of time availability, relative couple resources, and gender
egalitarianism. Cunningham (2005) reports that among cohabiting couples, egalitarian attitudes
8early in the life course are seen to be positively associated with men's relative participation in
routine housework in their later life courses.
Through the shortcomings identified in the notions of sex differences there was a move towards
the social construction of gender, which sort to do away with essential notions of difference
(Nicholson, 1995). In comparison to understanding gender as essential and a biological given,
research illustrates that gender is a construct, which is performed and practiced within every day
interactions. Butler, (1999) states that gender and sex are socially constructed concepts that are
used to control people. Butler (1999) argues that we do not possess a gender identity, but that it is
continuously constructed through the everyday (gendered) activities which are in turn informed
by these discursive formations.
In comparison to traditional approaches to the study of masculinity, the construction of gendered
identities through discourse allows attention to be given to the contradictoriness of our
experience of speaking and constructions of our gendered identities. We cannot understand men
and masculinity without understanding power as masculinity within contemporary and
historically based societies, is enshrined by privilege.
Masculine ideology is the extent to which men believe that it is important to adhere to culturally
defined standards of masculine behaviour (Lindegger & Durrheim, 1999). This view holds that
men behave as they do because of the internalization of norms from their cultures. Therefore
male ideology is concerned with beliefs about what men and women are like and how they
should behave.
9Gender roles are seen as a set of perceived behavioural norms associated particularly with males
or females, within a given social group or system, and men’s identity strategies are said to be 
constituted through their implicit acceptance or resistance to prescribed dominant masculine
styles. As highlighted by Foucault (1980), there are 'disciplinary systems', through which power
is replicated and enforced through processes and institutions.
These institutions function by developing competencies or incompetencies within a particular
field of practice or knowledge. Men, for instance, may conventionally be expected and motivated
to excel in athletics and manual labour but not in, say, cooking. Paradoxically, these skills
enhance the power of the subject while further subjugating him with a stereotypical gender
position (Berger, Wallis & Watson, 1995). Gender relations are therefore power relations
whereby men and male values, have super-ordinate status over women and female values
(Nicolson, 1996).
Dworkin (1995) states “we live in a system of power that is male-supremacist” (p.237). Society is 
therefore organized on the assumption that men are superior to women and that women, in turn,
are inferior to men. Keeping in mind that patriarchy describes a social structure where the actions
and ideas of men and boys are dominant over those of women and girls, within the home-space,
the father or eldest male is considered the patriarch or ‘head of the household’,in many societies.
Critics have challenged the nuclear family and see it as being one of the basic building blocks of
patriarchal, capitalist society (Kulik, 2006).
The nuclear family is usually structured to enable men to go and work while the women stay at
home and care for children and the household. Men are said to usually be integrated into a
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hierarchical workplace structure where competition and performance play major roles in the
acceptance of men of their position in the hierarchy. In exchange for wages, men receives
services from female partners, which include childcare, cooking, cleaning and emotional support
(Connell, 1987).
Although large numbers of men benefit from patriarchy, not all benefit equally. Middle-class,
white heterosexual masculinity becomes the standard against which other masculinities are
measured. This domination does not necessarily involve a conscious process of exploitation, but
rather exists because of the relative privileges that heterosexual, middle-class, white men have
access to (Connell, 1987: Edley & Wetherell, 1997). As noted by Connell (1987), some men are
in positions where they can impose their particular definitions of masculinity on others in order to
legitimate and reproduce the social relations that generate their dominance.
Thus, Kaufman (1994) explains that men have contradictory experiences of power. On the one
hand, it is readily acknowledged that men predominantly dominate most forms of organisational,
institutional and social power, thus constitutingmen’s gender power and on the other hand, many 
men experience feelings of personal disempowerment. Kaufman (1994) further states that for
some men, the disempowerment may be a reflection of their subordinate position in class
hierarchies, amongst others, and for some it is a recognition that their social or institutionalised
power may not always correlate with their experience as individual men and their feelings of
powerlessness.
When gender is effectively salient, it is said that it is usually the hegemonic form of gender
beliefs that are implicitly activated. This is due to hegemonic gender beliefs being
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institutionalised in the norms and structures of public settings and established private institutions
such as the nuclear family (Ridgeway, 2001).
Hegemonic masculinity is a term, which defines successful ways of 'being a man', in particular
places at a specific time. Other masculinity styles are then rendered inadequate and inferior in
relation to hegemonic masculinity, the favourable position. These other masculinities are
therefore referred to as 'subordinate variants' (Beynon, 2002).
Literature discusses the 'subordinate variants' of masculinity by looking at Steve Biko's
conceptualization of black men within South Africa during the Apartheid era. Ratele (2006) notes
that the black man that Biko talks to (and the woman that he ignores) as well as his own identity,
are in the process of being constructed in the male through testing, defending and rehearsing of
the Black identity. The intention of Black Consciousness was therefore to 'make the black man
come to himself'. The loss of black manhood explains the concept being the recovery of black
masculinity, a type of maleness that is presented (Ratele, 2006).
Connell's (1987) conception of hegemonic masculinity is that of hegemonic ideologies
preserving, legitimating and naturalizing the interests of the powerful, whereby marginalizing and
subordinating the claims of other groups. Furthermore, the task of 'being a man' involves taking
on and negotiating 'hegemonic masculinity' (Edley & Wetherell, 1998). There is therefore active
participation and ascription of hegemonic masculinity that allows one to look at the ways in
which masculinity is performed within society.
Tensions between hegemonic masculinity and other subordinate masculinities are readily
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observable in many other areas, such as the workplace. Beynon (2002) also notes that power is a
very crucial factor in hegemonic masculinity and resistance ensures that many sites are ones of
ideological struggles for contested senses of masculinity.
It is safe to assume then that gender roles, the subject position we occupy in society, are
constructed from a complex integration of influences. Some of these influences we control and
others we do not. We also situate ourselves in a certain position or we are forced into another
position. Research reveals that identity is not fixed but fragmented and shifting and thus it is
possible to destabilise conventionalized notions of gendered identity thereby challenging the
fixity of all subject positions (Berger, Wallis & Watson, 1995).
Within a multicultural society diversity is not just a matter of difference between communities,
but also exists within a given setting, where there are different ways of enacting manhood,
different ways of learning to be a man, different conceptions of the self and different ways of
using a male body (Connell, 2000).
Masculinities are defined collectively in culture, and are sustained in institutions, as mentioned
earlier. An example of an institution is the 'heterosexual relationship', where the possibility of
acting as a certain 'type of man' is made available. Examples of the 'type of man' include the
domesticated man, the traditional hegemonic man and the 'new age man'. Within the home-space,
the heterosexual relationship allows for certain chores to be performed by males, such as
cleaning, mopping, taking out the garbage and many more (Kulik, 2006).
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Aspects of masculinity such as the centrality of (hetero)sexuality, which vary across communities
and cultures, the importance of physical strength and control over women consistently emerge as
key to hegemonic masculinities (Connell, 2001). These sets of prescriptive norms are also often
associated with employment to the extent that within a heterosexual relationship, the primary
earner can be understood as the traditional male role (Riley, 2003).
Keeping with the premise that gender is constructed, is the notion that it is possible for gender to
be deconstructed. Therefore gender institutions can be changed and the social interactions that
support them can also be undone. One such example of gender beliefs being institutionalised is
the notion of hegemonic masculinity. To do gender or rather to perform ones gender, is to act
knowing that one wil be judged according to the normative standards applied to one’s sex 
category. But, before it can be stated that one has performed or did ones gender, one has to either
conform to the gendered norms or resist them because, based on their definition, one is “at risk” 
of being judged according to those norms (Deutsch, 2007).
The human body is central to the construction of gendered identity, as the vehicle for the
inscription of masculinity. Disciplinary practices through which these inscriptions are enacted are
historicaly and contextualy bound (Shefer, 2001). Men’s bodies are addressed, defined and 
disciplined and given outlets and pleasures, by the gender order of society, but they do not
determine patterns of masculinity. Gender is the way bodies are drawn into history. Bodies are
therefore arenas for the making of gender patterns. Masculinities are neither programmed in ones
genes, nor fixed by social structure, or prior to social interaction. They are actively produced,
using the resources and strategies available in a given social setting and come into existence as
people act (Connell, 2000).
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Butler (1996) argues that performativity is “the discursive mode by which ontological efects are 
instaled”. In other words, everyday performances have the effect of constituting gendered
subjects. Furthermore, performativity involves subsequent repetition or citation of gender norms,
whereby citation is performed under conditions of cultural constraints, which compel some
appearances of masculinity and femininity while prohibiting others (Brickell, 2005).
Research in gender studies has found that most men feel pressured to act in a masculine manner
and are therefore forced into traditional gender positions. Men feel that they have to prevail in
situations that require physical strength and fitness. Therefore, to appear weak, emotional, or
sexually inefficient is a major threat to their self-esteem. In order to be content, these men must
feel that they are decisive, self-assured, and rational. They therefore need to act accordingly
(Brickell, 2005; Anderson & Accomando, 2002; Connell, 2000).
The representations of men in the media, the social world and our respective cultures seem to
cause great confusion in general concerning the performative aspect of the male species
(Anderson & Accomando, 2002). This highlights the tendencies for men to be influenced by
these sources and their aspirations to be identified as a particular kind of man. These sources of
male representations also impact on the kinds of privileged masculine identities that should be
taken on, and identifies the subordinate identity positions.
When thinking of ‘masculinity as enactment’, it should be noted that those who do not perform 
their gendered identities in a culturally approved manner are liable to be ostracized. There are
therefore real benefits in terms of behaving in gender appropriate ways, with regard to self-
esteem, the esteem of others, social status, and respect among others (Beynon, 2002). As noted
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earlier, people act with the awareness that they will be judged according to what is deemed
appropriate feminine and masculine behaviours. These normative conceptions of men and women
however vary across time, ethnic group, and social situation, but the position available to us to
behave as manly men or womanly women is ever-present (Edley, 2001; Deutsch, 2007).
There are versions of culturally praised hegemonic masculinities that become part of general
consciousness, even if they contrast with the more mundane everyday lives of most men. In any
socio-historical context, there are a multitude of masculinities, some of which are hegemonic and
are constructed in relation to weaker and subordinate forms, which in turn become legitimized as
being ‘normal’ or ‘natural’. These are continually shifting so that we can point to diverse
masculinities, taking different forms, in different places both simultaneously and at different
times (Beynon, 2002).
Currently constructions of men and masculinity include the notions of the new age man, who is
supposedly the opposite of the traditional hegemonic masculinity. Today men are under pressure
to change; to get in touch with their feelings, to be more considerate, to be more communicative
and more open to their emotions (Moir & Moir, 1998). This position for the male is a one-
dimensional sketch of what it is to be masculine, but it is also a form of sexism, a masculine
stereotype as extreme and reductionist as its predecessor, the traditional male (Moir & Moir,
1998).
The position of the traditional male holds that females are a merely pale and inferior copy of him,
the superior male. He is the one who sets the standards: He is normal while she is deviant
(Connel, 1987). On the other hand, the male who has goten in touch with his ‘female side’ is the 
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caring, kind male who recognizes his shortcoming and corrects them. Therefore the defining
quality of his masculinity has become the denial of his masculinity (Moir & Moir, 1998).
The idea of positions such as a ‘new’ man, as opposed to an ‘old’ man, presumes that men are 
liable to change. Looking at depictions of men within the new men’s magazines, one notices that 
there are two simultaneous and contradictory developments that are taking place. On the one
hand we have a rewriting of an old, familiar and traditional masculinity, and alongside this,
notably with regard to work, sexuality and fatherhood, the development of a masculinity which,
in some respects, rejects sexism and seeks instead progressive, non-oppressive relations with
women, children and other men (Connell, 2004).
The 'New age Man' is seen to be an example to all men. He plays his full part in parenting and
doing the household chores; hence he's a true partner. He is the preferred male of the future and
he is what most men are not. He is able to cook, clean, mind the children and he irons (Moir &
Moir, 1998). Within the construction of the 'new age man', there are obvious differences in
relation to the traditional role of man within the home-space.
Tensions between traditional (hegemonic) masculinity and the new age man (non-traditional)
arise out of the unrealistic expectations placed upon these extremely different notions of
masculinity (Moir & Moir, 1998). Both these notions of masculinity highlight a set of social
aspirations and both lead to false expectations.
The notion of males cooking, cleaning and performing traditionally female activities might lead
one to question the stability of the ‘New Man's’ sexuality within this position. However, with 
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changing times and with societies and cultures constantly changing and evolving, the
incorporation of division of labour within the home-space has become a prominent phenomenon
(Cunningham, 2005). The male performance of traditionally female chores within the home-
space however has been theorised in various ways in order to conceptualise the change with
regards to domesticity.
Gendered Effects of Housework
Butler (1999) rejects naturalistic notions of inherent gendered essence, arguing that distinctions
between male and female are symbolic constructs, and therefore the chores that are ascribed to
them are also such symbolic constructs. Sanchez and Kane (1996) argue that housework is a
symbolic terrain of interaction, expressing information about the relationship and about
femininity and masculinity. Rutherdale (1999) notes that the ideology of breadwinning among
males has shaped gender relations and defined men’s 'sense of self, manhood and gender' and 
argues that the breadwinning role of man impacted on forms of masculine domesticity throughout
the 1900's and became a defining characteristic of fatherhood; depicted as the norm within the
media.
As noted by Rutherdale (1999), family outings also depended in part on fathers making it
possible as they were depicted as the breadwinners and the providers. Throughout the baby boom
years, Rutherdale (1999) states that fathers in the driver’s seat represented family vacations when 
it came to domestic roles that extended beyond the confines of home. Masculine domesticity is
also said to have been influenced by father-and-son relationships, especially with regards to
hobbies and outdoor recreation.
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Ridgeway and Correll (2004), argue that if cultural beliefs are an important component of the
gender system, then social relational contexts, as the arenas where these beliefs or rules are in
play, are likely to be important as well. Keeping in mind that social relational contexts include
any context in which individuals define themselves in relation to others to comprehend the
situation and to act in everyday interactions, be it in person, or on paper, is a major source of
social relational contexts (Sullivan, 2004).
There is a growing body of empirical findings documenting change in the relative contribution of
women and men to household work. Research is now focusing attention on issues such as the
management and responsibility for household work, as opposed to its performance (Sullivan,
2004). Interestingly, research undertaken by Sanchez and Kane (1996) on gender and domesticity
found that men tend to downplay domestic inequality if they can. Better-educated men are also
more aware and able to recognize unfairness to their partner. This ability to recognize unfairness
could be due to greater exposure to egalitarian roles for women and men are more likely to share
routine housework (Sanchez & Kane, 1996; Cunningham, 2005).
The gendered effects of perceived qualities of housework on fairness evaluations support the
view that housework is not just about getting chores done, but also about producing and
reproducing gender (Sanchez & Kane, 1996). Cunningham (2005), reports that gendered division
of housework serves as an important site for production of gender within the context of romantic,
heterosexual relationships.
Changes in gender practices among heterosexual couples within the domestic sphere have been
noted, but controversy exists over whether these changes are as a result of adjustments occurring
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in response to changes in the public sphere or as having more meaningful indicators of changes in
gender ideologies and relations in the domestic sphere (Sullivan, 2004).
Assumed Values within the Home-space
Osnowitz (2005) asserts that paid work at home has long appeared gender-appropriate for
women, but in contrast, men’s domestic involvement represents a relatively recent shift. The
home-space is a space which is critical to the gendered constitution of society. ‘Home’ carries 
with it critical liberating potential because it expresses uniquely human values (Young, 2005).
The tasks of social reproduction within the home is said to inscribe specific visions of woman in
relation to and through the work of domestic labour. With shifts taking place in the 1940’s with 
regards to the expansion of women’s participation in the labour force, the home was no longer
considered the primary space identified with women, but rather one space amongst many
(Rutherdale, 1999).
Holter (2007) argues that despite changing gender ideals, working life shows a persistent trend
toward preservation of breadwinner masculinities, connected to devaluation of men’s care-giving.
This highlights the aspects of change and how work related gender sanctions operate against men
in new roles. Despite men developing relational forms of masculinity linked to care-giving and
family participation, they are often faced with a traditional and deeply ingrained organizational
masculinity in their jobs.
Sanchez and Kane (1996) refer to a growing body of literature (for example, Sanchez (1994) on
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the division of household labour suggesting that women and men perceive housework differently.
Furthermore, within relationships, both men and women tend to devalue women’s housework and 
employment and perceive more meaning in men’s labour eforts. 
Brines (1994) assert that the association between ‘men’s work’ and being a provider for the 
family reflects widespread personal beliefs about adult male competency. Housework is also said
to have remained primarily ‘women’s work’ despite change in women’s employment paterns. 
The routine performance or non-performance of housework facilitates gender display, because, as
highlighted by West and Zimmerman (1987), “for a woman to engage in it and a man not to 
engage in it is to draw on and exhibit the ‘essential nature’ of each”. 
Role sharing amongst couples has been defined as the sharing by each partner of each of the
traditionally segregated family roles (Haas, 1989). These roles include; the breadwinner role, in
which each partner is equally responsible for earning family income and the wife or female
partner's employment is not considered more optional or less desirable than the husband's.
Within the domestic role, husband and wife according to Haas (1989) are equally responsible for
performing household chores such as cooking, cleaning, and laundry. Within the handyman role,
both husband and wife are equally responsible for performing traditionally masculine tasks such
as yard work and repairs. Within the major/minor decision-maker role, the spouses have
generally equal influence on the making of major decisions that males have traditionally
dominated and the minor decisions traditionally designated to the female.
The way in which masculinity is variously constructed in participant's talk about chores within
the home space is the central focus of this study. In particular, this study aims to tease out what
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appears natural and obvious to those who accept social constructions as real and fixed. In an
attempt to identify the discourses that surround the constructions of masculinity within the
current study, the methodology chapter which follows aims to provide an understanding of the
analysis that is to follow.
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CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY
This study aimed to investigate the constructions of masculinity in young men's talk on
domesticity and the implications thereof for their own gendered identities. Within the context of
the home-space, Sanchez and Kane (1996) state that housework is not just about getting chores
done, but also about producing and reproducing gender. The analysis to follow attempts to
identify the discourses that surround the constructions of masculinity in the young men's talk on
domestic chores.
Participants
The selection criteria for participation in this study were that the men in this study needed to be
between the ages twenty-four and thirty years. Furthermore, they had to be cohabiting in
monogamous heterosexual relationships. A homogenous sample was important because a diverse
sample would broaden the scope of this study and confound the findings. Below is a table
consisting of the profile of participants in this study.
Table 1: Profile of Participants
Profile of Participants
Pseudonym Age Length of time cohabiting
Simon 28 1 year, 3months
Jerome 30 3years
Freddy 29 3 years 4 months
Lester 25 1year, 7months
Doug 26 3years
Tim 25 1year
Shaun 26 2years, 9months
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Profile of Participants
Pseudonym Age Length of time cohabiting
John 29 3 years
Jeff 26 1year, 8months
The sample consisted of nine young, professional, middle-class, working men, who were
cohabiting in monogamous heterosexual relationships. The researchers’ intentions are not to 
generalize, as the aim of the research was to focus on a particular phenomenon. The participants
in this study were not sampled according to 'race', as race is a construct and has implications
outside of the current phenomenon being studied. The sample consisted of nine participants in
order to limit sampling to redundancy as no new themes emerged.
Sampling Strategy
Participants were selected by means of snowball sampling (Robson, 1993; Neuman, 2003).
Snowball sampling is described as a technique where the researcher identifies one or more
individuals from the population of interest and then use these individuals whom they have
interviewed as informants to identify other members of the population, who are themselves
interviewed and who intern refer other candidates for interviewing (Robson, 1993). Initially there
were three participants who referred the researcher to six more participants.
Personal Interviews
Data collection took the form of semi-structured, face to face personal interviews (Robson,
2002). The researcher made use of an interview guide in order to obtain information relevant to
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the research. The questions were predetermined and the researcher probed where answers were
unclear or where information was too vague. The researcher also probed the participants with
regards to assumptions and taken for granted notions of masculinity and domesticity covered in
the interviews (Gillham, 2005).
Similar questions were posed to all participants. The questions were open ended, which allowed
for participants to put forward their own accounts of events (Robson, 2002). There was a
considerable amount of freedom in the sequencing of the questions, as well as the amount of time
and attention that was given to different topics with different participants.
The interviews were recorded by means of an audio tape recorder and were then transcribed
verbatim following the conventions provided by Silverman (2002). Data therefore took the form
of text.
Computer Assisted Analysis of Qualitative Data
The ATLAS.ti programme was used to manage the data which had been gathered from semi-
structured interviews and transcribed into text (Buhr, 1997). The programme is used to help
manage data in the process of analysis. The programmes’ purpose is to assist researchers to
uncover and systematically analyze phenomena observed within the text. The program provides
tools that let the user locate, code, and annotate findings in the primary data material and to
visualize complex relations between them. ATLAS.ti combines large volumes of data across
different documents and keeps track of all notes and codes, as well as providing coherence and
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structure to the coded data (Silverman, 2001).
Once all the relevant data are coded, relations between the codes can be made within the
programme. Codes can also be clustered together with the quotations from the transcripts to form
codes and categories of codes, or themes. One useful feature of the programme is the
diagrammatic output or network view that it provides the researcher. These diagrammatic outputs
depict the relationships of the codes belonging to the particular category of codes. Within the
current study, there were three main themes identified in the data and the diagrammatical outputs
of these themes are provided in Chapter 5 on page 35.
Through using the ATLAS.ti programme, data was coded and these codes were grouped together
constituting the three main constructions of masculinity identified in this study. The constructions
consists of quotations from the actual interview texts that relate to and speak to the particular
discourses identified. An example of the network views created is provided on page 36.
Methods of Analysis
The first stage in the analysis of the data involved reading and re-reading of the text. In this stage
the researcher becomes familiarized with the content of each transcript. Data was coded in the
ATLAS.ti programme and definitions of the codes were made.
The second stage of analysis was characterised by identifying and labelling themes that
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characterised each section of the text. The theme titles were conceptualised according to what
was represented in the text. There were three main themes that were identified, namely that of (1)
constructions of traditional notions of masculinity, (2) new age constructions of masculinity, (3)
and the gendered constructions of chores.
The third stage of analysis involved attempting to introduce structure into the analysis. The
themes identified in the previous stage in which data was coded needed to be thought about in
terms of the relations between categories of coded data. For example, several separate quotations
from different participants spoke of instances that were similar, which resulted in them being
coded under the same heading, such as the code 'negotiated', which belongs to the third theme
identified in this study, 'the gendered construction of chores'. The theme titled 'traditional notions
of masculinity', contains concepts from several different interview material that share the same or
similar meaning regarding traditional hegemonic notions of masculinity that the participants
ascribe to. The second theme entitled 'new age constructions' is characterised by concepts that
speak in contradiction to the first theme, 'traditional notions of masculinity'. The third and final
theme titled 'gendered constructions of chores', is set apart from the previous two themes
identified as it speaks of the performative nature that construct gendered identities through the
talk on domesticity.
The fourth and final stage of analysis involved producing structured and coherent diagrams to
represent the themes and the codes that make up the specific themes. This also included having
available the quotations of the codes and representing the data in a manner that would better
illustrate the findings of this study.
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The stages of analysis were informed by the theoretical orientation of a discourse analysis.
Discourse analysis is an appropriate method for the analysis of textual data where the primary
aim is to identify constructions of gender identity (Parker, 2002). Many definitions of discourse
exist, and Poter and Wetherel (1987), state that discourse include “al forms of spoken 
interaction, formal and informal, and writen texts of al kinds”. “Discourse analysts study the 
way texts are constructed, the functions language serves and the contradictions that run through
it” (Parker 2008, p. 123). The function that language serves in this study is important as the 
analysis involved looking at how language constructs masculinity and the power those
constructions imply. Secondly, the contradictions that runs through it and more especially the
implications of these contradictions, their potential to ‘trouble’ notions of masculine gender 
identity and the spaces they open up for alternate forms of masculinity and more egalitarian
gender relations.
Characteristics of discourse analysis include focusing on contradictions, inconsistencies,
variability in accounts, construction and explanations amongst others. This is not to catch people
out but rather to lead us to the diverse fragments of meaning that come together in any particular
text.
Focusing on construction refers to the way in which every symbolic activity must make use of
cultural resources. Furthermore, power and language that is organised through discourse always
does things, for example, legitimates relations of power. Discourses also set out a range of
subject positions, positions which we often occupy without reflecting on how we become
complicit in our own oppression.
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“The discourse analyst is an active reader who encourages those who are 
positioned by discourse to read the texts they live within and so to assume a
position of understanding and greater control over their lives, the positions
they would want to adopt” (Parker 2002, 127).
A discourse is a coherent system of meanings and is about objects (Parker, 2002). The discourse
analysis was therefore initiated by the identification of sets of regulated statements within the text
that had the effect of constituting notions of masculinity. The analysis of the text was initiated by
the identification of ways in which constructions of masculinity is spoken of. This process began
with a coding of texts, which allowed sets of statements to be identified. These sets of
statements, or discourses, allowed for an analysis of the ways in which these different ways of
speaking of masculinity interacted with one another to create constructions of masculinity in
specific ways.
Parker (2005) states that discourse analysis has four key ideas, firstly, its multi-voiced-ness of
language, where attention is given to the contradictoriness of our experience of speaking and
being spoken of. Attention is also given to how we are made to fit into certain categories and how
we are marked out as different, and how the contradictions in and within the categories work
(Parker, 2002). Traditionally the home-space has been known as a female space and has been so
accepted by society, but with changing times, males have been known to perform various chores
around the home. In attempting to tease out tensions and contradictions, the researcher looked for
instances where males interpreted their performances of chores in the home-space and the
implications of this for their gendered identities. In these conversations, the use of words and
phrases carried meaning, which we cannot entirely control. The third point is that of resistance.
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Language does not only describe things, but does things too. When looking at power and
resistance in discourse, one illuminates how language keeps certain power relations in place or
challenges them (Parker, 2002).
Lastly, discourse is seen as action or words or images. Here discourse is treated as the
organization of language into certain kinds of social bond, where each bond includes certain
kinds of people and excludes others. There are a limited number of discourses available from
which we may fashion ourselves, i.e. a 'man' cannot be a 'mother' as this discourse is on offer to
females only. Within each discourse, there are contradictions, and the way in which the discourse
is constructed in specific texts will mean that it functions in favour of certain power relations, or
perhaps against them (Parker, 2002).
In attempting to identify these different discourses, the researcher looks at the gendered nature of
chores and examines how the participant explains his interpretation of the performance of the
chore through his talk.
Procedure for Discourse Analysis: Parker’s Seven Criteria for a Discourse Analysis
Parker's seven criteria include: 'a discourse is a coherent system of meanings'; 'a discourse is
realized in texts'; 'a discourse reflects on its own way of speaking'; 'a discourse refers to other
discourses'; 'a discourse is about objects'; 'a discourse contains subjects'; (Parker, 1990). Four
more aspects of discourse is that of the auxiliary criteria, namely; 'discourses support institutions';
'discourses reproduce power relations'; 'discourses have ideological effects'; 'a discourse is
historically located' (Parker, 1990).
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Parker states that discourse is realized in text. In the case of this study, text is transformed from
spoken word into written data. The emphasis is on language and the linguistic text, and therefore
it is appropriate to see discourse as realised in other symbolic forms such as visual images and
spatial arrangements (Macleod, 2002). Discourses are about objects, where they construct the
objects of which they speak, when these young men talk about themselves, they construct
themselves as particular types of men. They therefore construct themselves from particular
locations, namely the subject.
The next criterion relates to discourses presenting a coherent system of meanings. This means
that they “map a picture of the world and include ways of dealing with objections to that view” 
(Macleod, 2002). They therefore present a particular socially and historically coloured expression
of the world. Discourses also refer to other discourses, where there are contradictions within a
specific discourse that opens up questions about other discourses that are at work.
The next criterion is that a discourse reflects on its own way of speaking. This means that the
terms within a discourse are commented on. The final criterion is that a discourse is historically
located and therefore it is important to note that discourses are not timeless, but is understood
within the context of particular social or historical epochs (Macleod, 2002).
With regards to discourse and identity, we can now say that our identity is constructed out of the
discourses culturally available to us. Therefore a man's identity is constructed out of the raw
materials of the various discourses surrounding age, ethnicity, work and masculinity (Burr,
1995). For each 'thread' of our identity, there are a limited number of discourses available from
which we may fashion ourselves, i.e. a 'man' cannot be a 'mother' as this discourse is on offer to
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females only, as stated before.
In summary, discourse analysts study the way texts are constructed, the functions that language
serves and the contradictions that run through it. It is thus this particular approach to language
that was utilised in atempting to elucidate participant’s understanding of masculinity and the
implication thereof with regards to their gendered identities.
Parker's (2002) seven criteria for identifying discourses within the current study include: (That a
discourse: is realised in text; is about objects (e.g. masculinities/being a man); contains subjects
(the provider, the woman of the house); is a coherent system of meanings (e.g. that being a man
requires ascribing to attributes and traits of being a male which defines masculinity); refers to
other discourses (e.g. the discourse of females subordination); reflects on its own way of
speaking; and is historically located).
Ethical Considerations
The topic of the research was explained to all the participants and they were all informed that this
study was part of the requirements for the masters’ degree in Counseling Psychology. 
Participants were then asked to read the covering letter to the participants (Appendix 1) and were
requested to sign the participant consent form (Appendix 2) thereby agreeing to participate in
personal interviews. The participants were all informed that the conversation would be tape
recorded for the purpose of analysis and they were assured of their privacy and confidentiality.
For the purpose of confidentiality, all the names of participants in this study have been changed
and each participant has been assigned a pseudonym for identification.
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Limitations
The sample in this study composed of a small homogenous group of male participants, nine in
total, who are young, professional, middle-class, working, and cohabiting in a monogamous
heterosexual relationship aged between twenty-four and thirty years. The rationale behind the
sample characteristics was that a diverse sample would confound the findings and the researchers'
intentions are not to generalize outwards as the aim of the research was to focus on a particular
phenomenon.
Limitations for the method of data collection include the subjectiveness of personal interviews
(Gillham, 2005). The richness of the data is dependent on the interviewer and the interviewer
leads the responses of the interviewee. Furthermore, interviews are time consuming and difficult
to repeat.
The dynamics between the interviewer and the interviewees was one surrounded by
characteristics of the researcher, such as age and sex, since the researcher was a young,
professional female interviewing males on a topic that is not often reflected upon.
Discourse analysis differs from other qualitative methods in that it widens the frame of what is
spoken about. It takes into account who the participants are talking to as well as the topic being
discussed. The gendered aspects play a part in the analysis as the topic in this study focuses on
the gendered performances of domestic chores, which is often a topic that is not reflected upon
and draws on several discourses itself.
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CHAPTER 5: RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In this study constructions of masculinity were investigated as they occured in young men’s talk 
on domesticity. The interview questions were designed in such a way that it provided space for
participants to elaborate on the implication of domestic chores for their gendered identities.
Consistent with a social constructionist perspective and the aims of the study this data was
analysed by means of a discourse analysis. Discourse analysis was the appropriate method of
analysis of the textual data in this study as it is an interpretive process that relied on close study
of the specific text. Three main themes emerged from the analysis of the data. They are: (1)
'traditional notions of masculinity', (2) 'new age constructions', (3) and 'gendered constructions of
chores'. In this chapter, each of these themes will be presented along with the constituent codes.
A definition of each theme will be provided and this will be followed by definitions of each code
supporting the respective theme. Extracts of the interview texts are provided for the purpose of
illustrating the coded moments.
The first category of codes that is presented pertains to the constructions of traditional notions of
masculinity, which is followed by the category of codes that constitute new age constructions of
masculinity which oppose traditional constructions. The third theme, gendered constructions of
chores will be presented thereafter as this theme draws on the previous two constructions of
masculinity within the home-space.
Traditional Notions of Masculinity
This theme refers predominantly to hegemonic notions of masculinity put forward by the
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participants. The data comes from the participant's talk on their perceptions of what it means to
be a man and their understanding of masculinity. This theme contains six codes which constitute
this construct of masculinity. They are: 'Sex drive', 'Male superiority', 'Protector', 'Provider',
'Decision maker', and 'Self-awareness'. Each code will be presented, described and analysis of the
coded moments will be done. Figure 1 below is a diagrammatical representation of the theme
traditional notions of masculinity and is supported by the six codes that comprise it.
Figure 1: Traditional Notions of Masculinity
Sex Drive
This code pertaining to masculinity was identified in five separate occasions in the talk of three
different participants. It refers to the male sex drive and is defined as male's 'natural' need to
conquer the fairer sex, namely females. The extract that follows better illustrates this code:
Extract 1: Jerome
men (.) are prowlers (.) we are always wanting more coz ultimately we're animals
CF:TRADITIONAL NOTIONS OF
MASCULINITY
Sex drive~
Decision maker
Provider~
Self-awareness~
Male superiority
Protector~
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This code draws on the notion of the primitive origins of man. The evolutionary discourse
invoked by likening men to “prowling” “animals” not only has the efect of invoking the 
naturalness of masculinity but also a position in relation to others. This is achieved by speaking
to the notions of inherent, urgent male sexual desire, which is central in the way both men and
women understand male sexuality where women are preyed upon and men are the predators
(Shefer & Foster, 2001).
The notion of man being the predator also invokes notions of superiority and power between the
two sexes, as females are seen as prey. In line with the naturalistic argument of male superiority
from the evolutionary discourse, the following code illustrates other circumstances wherein
males position themselves as superior to females.
Male Superiority
This code was identified in six separate occasions in the talk of five participants. It pertains to the
perceived intelligence and emotional advantage of men over women. The following extracts
illustrate this code:
Extract 2: Simon
just the way men think (.) I think (.) like especially (.) myself I'm very focused with my
thoughts (.) it’s not always a good thing so (.) like if I take on a task I can do that one thing 
and then everything else gets pushed aside
This code draws on the discourse of male mental superiority. Brickell (2005), and Connell
(2000), state that men need to act accordingly and they must feel that they are decisive, self-
assured and rational. In Simon's extract, one notices how he constitutes his own understanding of
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being rational, through an implied subordination of the supposed inability of women to focus in
the same way.
In the next extract, the notion of males as rational in comparison to female emotionality is
implied in Jerome's comment.
Extract 3: Jerome
you know men aren't emotional (.2) women are
The notion of inherent male superiority is evident in Jerome’s talk on the socialy constructed 
notions of female emotionality which is relational to male rationality. This statement supports
Galiano’s (2003) understanding of constructed differences between men and women that include
the ‘rational man’ versus the ‘emotional female’. This code further supports the idea of male 
cognitive superiority.
Implicit in the young men's talk on being the superior sex, such as the prowler and the rational
man, there are also instances where the participants position themselves as the protector, which
works to further re-iterate the notion of male superiority.
Protector
This code pertains to the notion of men as the protectors. It refers to the naturalistic aspects of
masculinity was identified in three separate occasions in the talk of three different participants. It
is defined as the need to be able to care for and protect their families. The following extracts
better illustrate this code:
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Extract 4: Simon
the first feeling I get is like a macho type of feeling (.) um ja I don't know actually (.) it
almost feels wrong it shouldn't feel like that but it's like a strong (.) protector type
Extract 5: Freddy
whatever terrible things come your way you (.) I’l be there to make sure that they (.) are safe
In the extracts above, both participants draw on the discourse of the 'man as protector', which
centres on the notions of traditional roles of men with regards to protecting their families and
themselves, which also follows from the evolutionary discourse surrounding masculinity. Roberts
(2006) argues that young men who look up to war heroes idealise the notions of protecting others
and their countries, and that this role also invokes ideas of being classified as a hero which
inevitably leads to prestige.
The notion of male superiority and prestige is closely followed the notion of the man as the
provider, within the context of this study.
Provider
This code was identified in eight separate occasions in the talk of five different participants. This
code refers to instances where participants in this study ascribed to the hegemonic notion that
men ought to be the primary providers in their families. The following extract re-iterates this
view:
Extract 6: Jeff
I'm quite (.) firm in the belief that the man is the provider for one (.) um I'm not overly strict
about it and I don't think that a woman shouldn't work type of thing but I like the theory of
me being the provider
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This extract eludes us to the notion of the male as the provider for the family as seen in works by
Rutherdale (1999), where the ideology of breadwinning among males shape and define man's
sense of self, manhood and gender. The ideology of breadwinning is also associated with media
representations of men represented as the breadwinners and the providers for their families.
Extract 6 draws on the discourse of male competency, which according to Brines (1994) asserts
that the association between 'men's work' and being a provider for the family reflects widespread
personal beliefs about adult male competency. When Jeff speaks about the “theory of me being 
the provider”, (page 48) he also draws on historicaly located discourses of males as the 
breadwinner. Furthermore, Holter (2007) also argues that despite changing gender ideals, there
still exists a trend within society to preserve the breadwinner masculinities.
Following the notions of male competency, the idea of men as the decision makers is also
widespread between both sexes.
Decision Maker
This code is identified in four separate occasions in three four different participant's talk. It refers
to the notion of men as primary decision makers. It pertains to instances in the interview where
participants describe masculinity as being able to make decisions and to take control of
situations. The following extracts better illustrate this code:
Extract 7: Lester
to be in control of yourself you know (.) to be able to like stand up and take any
responsibilities and actions which is necessary
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Extract 8: Freddy
to show off? Uhm like who’s (.) the boss kind of thing 
This code draws on the notion of male supremacy within society. The participants in this study
position themselves as self-assured by using words such as “be able to step up”, as wel as 
rational by stating that one should be “in control of yourself”, and finaly as in control by using 
the words “the boss”. These instances of talk draw on hegemonic notions of masculinity that 
speaks of the ideology of preserving, legitimating and naturalizing the interests of the powerful,
namely men (Connell, 1987). As noted in the literature, to appear emotional rather than rational,
inefficient instead of in control or in charge, threatens male masculinity and therefore many men
ascribe to traditional notions of masculinity through fear of being ostracised (Beynon, 2002).
With the awareness that males are predatory, emotionally and intellectually superior, better able
to protect their families and provide for them as well as make the decisions, it is no wonder that
men consider themselves the superior and dominant sex. These characteristics identified within
their talk draw on traditional notions of masculinity that are given privilege and prestige in
society even though the need for these respective roles, such as the protector role, has
diminished.
Self-Awareness
This code is identified in three separate occasions in three different participant's talk. It is defined
as man’s reflection on his place in the world and his ability to know himself and his nature. It
refers to instances in the interview texts where participants reflect on their own understanding of
what it means to be a man. The following extracts reflect this code:
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Extract 9: Doug
it's just being true to yourself (.) as a man
Extract 10: Jerome
I think it’s like being yourself, being a man being able to understand where you fit in, in 
society
These extracts illustrate the notion of masculinity as enactment. In Doug's extract above, he puts
forward the notion of performing gender appropriate behaviour and in doing so, he further draws
on traditional notions of masculinity, when using the phrase “as a man”. Implied in his talk on 
masculinity is the notion of deviance from traditional gender roles by using the phrase “being 
true to yourself as a man”.
Jerome's statement draws attention to society and what is deemed appropriate gender roles and
performance thereof. As noted by Beynon (2002), there are definite rewards for behaving in
gender appropriate ways as highlighted by Jerome that one needs to “understand where you fit in, 
in society”. 
Lester seemingly attempts to reflect on the gendered differences between males and females and
the complexity of these differences.
Extract 11: Lester
a guy is more simple to understand and a girl you need to take a little more time you know
just to like understand where they coming from with some things (.) I mean (.) I’m a simple 
guy you know no hidden agendas or nothing you know (2) so like girls need to be understood
on a more deeper level (.) guys are just like this is who I am take it or leave it
Implicit in the construction of their own gendered identities, the participants draw on discourses
surrounding the gendered nature of socialization. The ability to reflect on yourself as a ‘man’ 
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entails ‘being true to yourself’ and being transparent so that the outside world is also presented 
with a fixed sense of who you are, ‘as a man’. Embedded within the talk on reflexivity, Lester 
also positions himself as uncomplicated in relation to females, who supposedly possess ‘hidden 
agendas’. 
The theme 'traditional notions of masculinity' consists of six codes, which draw on the
internalization of societal norms from their respective cultures. There are definite competencies
that enhance the power of the subjects while also subjugating them with a stereotypical gender
position, namely that of hegemonic masculinity. There are were four main discourses identified
in the theme of traditional notions of masculinity, namely, that discourse of evolution, the
discourse of male mental superiority, the discourse of male power and control, and the discourse
of male competency.
Within these discourses, the notions of weakness, emotional, and sexual inefficiency are
presented as threats to male masculinity. Males in this study therefore position themselves as
decisive, self-assured, rational, and in control, which produces a discursive space from which
traditional roles may be legitimated while denying this space to be challenged.
The traditional notions of masculinity have also been constructed in relation to differences
between males and females, with regards to both gender and sex. Interestingly, these differences
also refer to similarities between the two sexes, which do not seem to trouble traditional notions
of masculinity. Various constructions of masculinity have been identified with regards to the
young men’s understanding of their own gendered identities within their talk domesticity. 
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Traditional notions of masculinity is first characterised by the more primitive and biological
explanations which is closely followed by the natural evolvement of man from primitive to more
aware, self reflexive, and reflexive of how they present themselves within society. In summary of
the constructions of traditional notions of masculinity, man is able to reflect on his status as a
man as he is just naturally suited to prestige and power, in comparison to woman, because he was
born a male.
As mentioned in the literature, Edley and Wetherell (1999) noted that traditional notions of
masculinity, namely that of hegemonic masculinity marginalizes and subordinates alternative
forms of masculinity. In relation to the traditional constructions of masculinity, there is also an
alternative way of being, which is judged in relation to traditional notions of masculinity. The
second theme identified in the analysis of the material, is the new age constructions.
New Age Constructions
The new age constructions of masculinity is characterised as the alternate ways of being found in
the participant's talk. These alternate ways of being are expressed as either exceptional of deviant
which renders itself to scrutiny from the traditional notions of masculinity. In some instances the
alternate way is expressed as exceptional but this may not always be the case. There are also
references made to deviant expressions of masculinity, which are likely to be viewed negatively
by those who ascribe to traditional notions of masculinity.
The following three codes are associated with this theme: Tension, Alternate, and Male and
Female. These codes will be introduced and described in order of appearance here as presented in
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figure 2.
Figure 2: New Age Constructions
Tension
This code is associated with the theme of New age constructions of masculinity and has four
quotations attached to it from two different participant's talk. This code is characterized by males
ascribing to traditionally female roles within the homes-space which causes some tension in the
participants’ own gendered identity, as seen in the extracts below:
Extract 12: Tim
I think I'm the woman in this house (.) you must ask me the question does your partner clean
up (.) I'll give you a list of what she doesn't do (.) but my mother raised me like that you
know she beat me up if I never did the dishes or cleaned up
Participants construct alternate ways of being which draw on other forms of masculinity through
CF:NEW AGE CONSTRUCTIONS
Male and Female~Tension
Alternate
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the recognition and acknowledgement of changing times, cultures and societies. The tensions
highlighted in Tim’s extracts presented above draw on the notions of role taking which allows
the traditional female role to be constructed as relevant for contemporary life. Tim further draws
on the notion of women as primary care takers, when he positions himself within this role. By
presenting himself as the “woman in the house” (page 54) his own masculine identity is not 
threatened as he positions himself in such a manner that his male prestige and power is not
undermined. He also presents himself as being able to perform these traditionally female
domestic chores beter than a female when he highlights his partner’s failure as a woman within 
the home-space. This notion of devaluing female eforts at housework implicit in Tim’s talk is 
supported by Sanchez’s (1994) findings regarding both men and women’s tendency to devalue 
women’s housework and regard men’s labour eforts as more meaningful. 
Furthermore, implicit in their talk on alternate ways of being, participants reflect on the changing
roles that males occupy within society. As mentioned earlier, these alternative ways of being are
either characterised as deviant or as exceptional. The following code further illustrates that
alternate ways of being that is in contrast to the traditional notions of masculinity.
Alternative
This code refers to alternative notions of masculinity. These constructs of masculinity contrast to
the traditional notions of masculinity. This code was identified in five separate occasions in the
talk of four different participants. The following extracts better illustrate the concept of
alternative ways of being:
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Extract 13: Doug
you get like men that are like icons and men that are (.) not icons and men that are into
fashion and things like that (.) meterosexuals and all that but then you also get (.) normal
guys
In the extract above, Doug draws on media representations of men, when relating to the different
masculinities that co-exist within contemporary society. Within his talk on masculinities, Doug
also highlights the notion of ‘normal guys’, as seemingly positions himself as a normal guy. As 
highlighted by Anderson and Accomando (2002), different sources of male representations
impact on the kinds of privileged masculine identities that should be taken on, as seen by Doug
taking on the position of the ‘normal guy’. 
Extract 14: Shaun
like you don't have to be all muscles and macho or even dominant or abusive (.) you're
encouraged to show affection and appreciation and stuff so ja it has changed somewhat
In Shaun’s depiction of normative roles of man, he reflects on changing times and acknowledges 
that traditional dominant roles and traits of man has changed and has allowed for progressive,
non-oppressive characteristics to taken up. As noted by Connell (2004), there is currently a
rewriting of the old, familiar and traditional masculinity with regards to work, and sexuality that
rejects sexism and seeks non-oppressive relations with women, children and other men.
Extract 15: Doug
strange people would be urn (.) those who don't act normal or do normal things like (2) men
being into other men or (.) guys that don't want to settle down even when their old and never
meet someone special to share their lives with
Implicit in Doug’s talk of individual’s not ascribing to normative gender roles, is the discourse of
subordination of other masculinities. Doug identifies subordinate identity positions and refers to
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them as ‘strange’, which draws on the discourses surounding privileged forms of masculinity as 
superior and ‘normal’. 
There is also further constructions difference, not only within the various masculinities that exist
but also between males and females. The following code, Male/Female, speaks to the recognition
of changing times and role taking that happens within society.
Male/Female
This code was identified in six separate occasions in four different participant's talk. It refers to
gendered, male and female gender roles. It pertains to instances in the interview texts where
participants reflect on the shifts in society that have taken place with regards to male and female
participation in traditional gender roles within the workplace. The following extracts better
illustrate this concept:
Extract 16: John
if I should agree now in terms of in a work situation now you get things like first you only
use to get like male engineers and mechanics and male drivers only (.) but nowadays you get
women who do the same jobs as men
Here John reflects on the gendered nature of the workplace and identifies the changes with
regards to the division of labour within the industrialised environments. He does not give his own
interpretations of this change nor does he give his views on the changes that have taken place
within society but by naming these role sharing tasks, he acknowledges that previously
segregated gendered spaces are now becoming a thing of the past as women gain more power
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within the industrial world.
Considering that an overwhelming amount of quotations illustrate traditional notions of
masculinity and only a few quotations speaks to the new age constructions, it is however
interesting to note that a large amount of quotations illustrate that instead of only decided
performances within the home-space, there are negotiations that take place in spite of the
traditional notions of masculinity held by the participants.
In light of the two distinct yet related positions, namely that of the traditional notions of
masculinity and the new age constructions, within the homes-pace interestingly enough there is a
shift between these two related positions, with regards to domesticity. The third theme identified
in this study is the ‘gendered constructions of chores’.
Gendered Constructions of Chores
Housework is also said to have remained primarily ‘women’s work’ despite change in women’s 
employment patterns. The routine performance or non-performance of housework facilitates
gender display, because as highlighted by West and Zimmerman (1987), “for a woman to engage 
in it and a man not to engage init is to draw on and exhibit the ‘essential nature’ of each”. 
The third theme identified is the ‘gendered constructions of chores’. This theme consists of two 
codes, namely that of Decided and Negotiated which both refers to the ways in which the
participant’s construct their performance of chores with regard to their gendered identities. Each 
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code will be presented and described based on the extracts that accompany them, as seen in figure
3.
Figure 3: Gendered Constructions of Chores
Decided
This code was identified twelve separate occasions in six diferent participant’s talk. It refers to 
instances in the interview text where participants put forward that their understanding of the
performances of their chores within the home-space has been decided between themselves and
their partners and also by nature, as men are the decision makers in the home. It also pertains to
traditional gender roles within the home-space and performances of domestic chores according to
what is deemed appropriate for ones gender. The following quotations better illustrate this code:
Extract 17: Lester
if its anything outside I will do it no problem I don't expect her to go and wash the car or
whatever it may be I will rather do that (.) you know take the rubbish out but I believe that a
girls place is inside and if she can pull that off then its cool
CF:GENDERED CONSTRUCTIONS OF
CHORES
Negotiated~Decided~
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Extract 18: Tim
(.) the way I see it (.) the guy must look at the maintenance of the house (.) the yard (.)
bringing home the bread (.) the car the furniture (.) women cook look after the children (.)
work contribute as well financially
The extracts above allow the traditional female role to be constructed as relevant for
contemporary life, while inoculating the speakers from the counter claim that such statements are
sexist. As noted in the literature review, male characteristics are more likely to be portrayed
outside the home, whereas women are more likely to be pictured in domestic settings like the
kitchen or bedroom. Domestic duties as highlighted by the extracts above are still
disproportionately women's responsibility. With that said, the ways in which the participant's
gendered identities are produced within the home space are represented by traditional notions of
masculinity, where the man is the breadwinner and the female takes care of the house and
children.
Though several participants identified with this particular notion of the gendered performances of
chores, there were also some who spoke of negotiations between partners and between their own
understandings of their performances of traditional male and female chores within the home-
space.
Negotiated
This code that pertains to the negotiation of chores within the home-space was identified in
thirteen separate occasions in the talk of six different participants. It refers to instances in the text
where participants reflect on the gendered nature of the chores that they perform within the
home-space and on the process of negotiating these performances with their cohabiting partners.
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It is defined as the way in which co-habiting heterosexual males have had to negotiate the
performance of domestic chores within the home-space. The following quotations better illustrate
this code:
Extract 19: Shaun
(.) well we both do (.) some nights (.) uhm she'll be on the couch and then I don't feel like
dishes that night then she'll do it and the next night she's not in the mood for the dishes then I
have to do it
Extract 20: Freddy
uh (.) no one is forcing the other to do whatever (.) you just know (.) that if (.) you not going
to cook then she does and if she’s (.) tired (.) I know (.) when I come home from work you 
know (.) I push the door open so hard that the smell of the food can reach me before I go into
the house so I know if she didn’t (.) cook I know that it’s (.) one of those days and then I 
have to take over
Implicit in the young men’s talk on performance of chores within the home-space, thirteen
quotations were identified with regards to negotiations between partners with regards to
performing various chores. Freddy re-iterates the notion of negotiation through his statement that
there is no cohersion between partners in heterosexual relationships when it comes to the
performance of chores, or at least within his own relationship. There is also an indication of being
aware that when the partner is unavailable to perform domestic chores, then it is the other
partner’s responsibility to complete the task. 
As stated by Haas (1989), within role taking, the domestic role is characterised by both partners
being equally responsible for performing household chores such as cooking and cleaning. Many
of the young men within this study relate their experience of domestic performance to the notions
of role taking as they have become of aware of changing patterns not only within the work place,
but also within the private space of their homes.
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Implicit in their talk on domesticity is an acknowledgement of negotiation between males and
females with regards to the performance of chores within their relationships. Within the literature,
heterosexual relationships are described as institutions that allow for multiple constructions of
masculinity as is evident within the current analysis (Kulik, 2006).
Housework is said to be a symbolic terrain of interaction, expressing information about the
relationship and about femininity and masculinity (Sanchez and Kane, 1996). It is therefore
expected that within the home-space, young men are able to negotiate with their partners in terms
of working around issues related to the performance of chores, thereby producing and
reproducing their gendered identities.
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CHAPTER 6: DISCUSSION
The aim of this study was to elucidate participant’s understandings of the notion of masculinity 
and the implications thereof for their gendered identities. This study therefore looks at the
constitution of gendered subjectivity in terms of a number of discourses that were salient in the
interview material. The current study also demonstrates how these discourses may conflict with
each other, opening up spaces through which males negotiate and resist patriarchal definitions of
masculinity within the home-space.
Denzin and Lincoln (1998), state that events and situations that we encounter daily, construct our
experience of life. This study aimed to interpret the ways in which those experiences are
constructed and given meaning, through young men’s talk on domesticity. Within the analysis of 
the young men’s talk, there were three main themes identified, namely that of the ‘traditional 
notions of masculinity’, ‘new age constructions’ and ‘gendered constructions of chores’. 
Folowing Foucault’s (1977, 1980), argument that social practices are informed by discourses, 
the discourses surrounding traditional notions of masculinity highlights the dynamics that exist
within our respective communities with regards to male power and prestige. The theme
'traditional notions of masculinity' draws on the naturalistic argument with regards to gender
discrimination and the division of labour. The young men in this study overwhelmingly
constructed their gendered identities within the traditional notions of masculinity and drew on the
discourses of evolution, the man as the provider, and the discourse of male competency.
Furthermore, the men in this study present themselves as predominantly traditional males who
view themselves as superior not only to their female partners, but also in relation to other males
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who they present as deviant and 'strange'. As noted by Popenoe, Cunningham and Bould (1998),
masculinity is traditionally constructed as bold and competitive, not easily swayed by emotions,
and therefore ultimately better suited to positions that award men with power and prestige.
The notions of male superiority and male power drawn on in participant’s naratives reflect
common or taken for granted notions of masculinity which is in circulation in contemporary
society. The discourses surrounding men as the 'head of the household' are historically located as
they refer to the old traditional roles of the men as the head of the household, who provides and
protects their families. Though the normative conceptions of men vary across social situations
(Edley, 2001; Deutsch, 2007), people are however aware that when they act; they will be judged
according to what is deemed appropriate masculine behaviours. With this in mind, cognisance
has to be taken on the interviewer interviewee dynamics, as the participants in this study were all
male, and were being interviewed by a female on a topic that is not always reflected upon.
The internalization of societal norms with respect to culturally defined standards of masculine
behaviour (Lindegger & Durrheim, 1999) are evident as the men in this study take on what they
consider to be gender appropriate behaviours. The young men in this study readily took on
attributes and traits associated with hegemonic masculinity, namely that of being in control and
being naturally more suited to cognitive superiority than females because they were born males.
Implicit in the young men's construction of difference between males and females, they draw on
biological discourses in support of their view that man is superior to woman due to his physical
advantage over woman, when they draw on the discourse of the male sex drive. They further
draw on the evolutionary discourses, which further reiterate male superiority within
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contemporary society.
Furthermore, in their attempts to draw distinctions based on innate differences, the young men
draw on the notions of the rational man versus the emotional woman, which further implies
men’s superiority over women with respect to man's emotional and mental abilities. In their 
attempts to draw these distinctions as innate, the participants point out the characteristics of
males and females, which are in fact social constructs. The differences mentioned by the
participants such as the emotional female versus the rational man has also been referred to by
Galliano (2003) who deduces that differences between men and women include the 'rational man'
versus 'the emotional woman', and the 'deficient and inadequate female' versus the 'ideal and
developed male'.
The performances of traditionally female roles by the male participants within the home space are
predominantly characterized by words such as “I have to do it”, “I have to take over”, and “I’m a 
good cook” to name but a few. These narratives reflect a particular way of speaking, which 
suggests male superiority and power regardless of the performance of traditionally female
activities. The performance of traditional female chores by male partners are predominant in this
study which suggests that the performance of these chores within the home-space is not innately
female chores but rather that females have been socialized into performing these chores. For
example, Tim in extract 12, page 43 explains how his mother socialized him as a female within
the home-space by having him do the dishes and clean up around the house.
The new age constructions of masculinity and gender, such as the alternative notions of
masculinity, contradict those offered within dominant discourses that surround masculinity. By
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referring to these alternate forms of masculinity, the participants seemingly take up and reject
certain aspects of traditional notions of masculinity but express it as either exceptional or deviant.
It should also be noted however that this construction of alternate ways of being comprised of the
least amount of coded instances, three in total, and was offered by only a few of the participants.
Participants construct alternate ways of being which draw on other forms of masculinity through
the recognition and acknowledgement of changing times, cultures and societies. This
construction of alternate ways of being support previous research on masculinities that exist in
different cultures, and historical locations (Moir & Moir, 1998; Connell, 1987; 2004; Edley,
2001; Anderson & Accomando, 2002; Beynon, 2002; Cunninghman, 2005).
This finding implies that the alternative positions that can be performed by men do not extend
masculinity because it is situated in contrast to normative masculinity. Doug’s narative, extract 
13 on page 45, reflects other ways of being that does not trouble masculinity, as it is
contradictory to what is normal.
Considering that an overwhelming amount of narratives, six in total, illustrate traditional notions
of masculinity, it is however interesting to note that a large amount of data illustrates that instead
of only decided performances within the home-space, there are negotiations of performances
within the home-space that take place in spite of the traditional notions of masculinity held by the
participants.
Within the gendered constructions of chores, one is made aware of the (re) construction of gender
with regards to negotiating chores. With so many participants constructing their gendered
identities within the traditional notions of masculinity, it was however interesting to find that
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within the home-space, many of the young men in this study, six in total, had to negotiate the
positions they occupy with regards to domesticity. As highlighted by Sanchez and Kane (1996),
housework is not just about getting chores done, but also about producing and reproducing
gender.
The theme 'gendered constructions of chores' has two distinct positions within it that are brought
into play through the young men's talk on domesticity. On the one hand there is the participant's
understanding of the gendered nature of the chores that they perform within the home-space, and
on the other hand, there's an acknowledgement of negotiation between males and females with
regards to the performance of chores within their intimate relationships. Pease (2002), states that
regardless of the reasons, one has to acknowledge that most men seem resistant to the idea of
adapting to the changing role of women. The men in this study however predominantly
associated their performance of chores within the home-space as being negotiated between
themselves and their partners.
The majority of the participants in this study position themselves within the dominant discourses
of masculinity, namely that of hegemonic masculinity, yet there are however more negotiations
of their gendered identities within the home-space. The outside representations and beliefs of
what it means to be a man and the understandings of masculinity within the social realm does not
seem to appear as much within the home-space with particular references to the performance of
chores. With that said, the opposite also applies. The young men in this study have had to
negotiate their gendered identities within the home-space with their performance of chores yet;
there is still a distinct gap between the home-space (private) gendered identity and the social
identities of these participants.
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Research states that many men live in a state of some tension with, or distance from, the
hegemonic masculinity of their culture or community (Connell, 2000). These tensions have been
identified in the young men's constructions of their gendered identities with regards to their
negotiated roles within the home-space and their public or social roles within society. This
research shows that although the young men in this study ascribe to traditional notions of
masculinity within the home-space however, they actively negotiate their gendered identities
within their heterosexual relationships. Furthermore, these negotiations do not seem to trouble the
notion of masculinity as it is normalised by the participants in recognition of their performances
of traditional female chores within the home-space.
In conclusion, if we could open up opportunities for men to talk about and extend our
understanding of masculinity in everyday life, it could change notions held by society in relation
to masculinity. There are numerous discourses surrounding what men do within the home and
within families but to a large extent these positions occupied by men in the home have not been
given the appropriate recognition that it deserves. There is therefore a need for public discourse
to open up with regards to men’s performances within both the home and society. 
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APPENDIX 1: COVERING LETTER TO PARTICIPANTS
Dear Participant, Date
Your participation is invited for the purpose of research. The topic of this research focuses on the
tensions and contradictions of young men’s talk on domesticity. This research is being conducted
by Lucille Winnaar who is a student at the University of Fort Hare, East London Campus (UFH).
Your participation in this research is entirely voluntary. No discomfort or stress is foreseen in the
participation process.
Participation is limited to one interview, which will take approximately sixty minutes to
complete. The interviews will take the form of a conversation between you and the researcher.
Indirect benefits can be obtained from personal reflection that occurs in the process of
participation.
Your participation will be kept anonymous. While it is necessary to tape record the interviews for
the purpose of analysis, personal information such as your name and any other identifying
information will be omitted (or changed) from the transcripts. The interview tapes will be
destroyed once they have been transcribed. The transcripts will be kept on record in a secure file.
The data will be open to the perusal of the research supervisor, and the completed dissertation
will be examined by two other persons who are nominated by the university.
The researcher will answer any further questions about the research, now or at any time during
the course of the project.
Signature of researcher Date
Lucille Winnaar, Telephone: 0723952138
PLEASE KEEP THIS FORM
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APPENDIX 2: PARTICIPANT CONSENT FORM
I, , agree to participate in this research.
I understand that my participation is entirely voluntary and that I can withdraw my consent at any
time.
The following points have been explained to me:
 The topic of the research is taking up of and resistance to traditional notions of
masculinity in young men’s talk on domesticity.
 Participation is limited to a single interview, which will take approximately sixty minutes
to complete.
 No discomfort or stress is foreseen in the process.
 Participation in this research will be completely confidential, and will not be released in
any individually identifiable form.
 The researcher will answer any further questions about the research, now or during the
course of the project.
Signature of Research Participant Date
Signature of Researcher Date
Lucille Winnaar, Telephone: 0723952138.
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APPENDIX 3: INTERVIEW SCHEDULE 1
(for participants aged 24-30 years)
1. Protocol
Introductions
Scope of the project: young males / talk on domesticity / traditional notions of masculinity
Ethics protocol: anonymous, confidential, informed consent.
Participation is voluntary, names and all identifying information is withheld.
Research methodology: explanation about the interview
Once-off interview, time/length of interview, what a semi-structured interview is, no right or
wrong answers, modelled on conversation, the need to record the interview, transcription process
and use of codes.
Any questions / concerns?
Opportunity for participant to raise concerns about any aspect of the interview / research aim or
to ask for additional information
2. Interview Guide Questions
My topic is about masculinity and chores but before we get into that I just want to ask you a few
basic questions. Is that ok?
What do you think it means to be a man?
What does the word masculinity mean to you?
Some people think that men and women are quite diferent. For example there is a book “men 
are from Mars and women are from Venus. What is your opinion on that?
In what sense would you say men and women are different/similar to one another? (What do you
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think are the kinds of things that makes men different from women?)
Do you think that expectations for men have changed over the past few years?
Do you think that there are moments in everyday life where you feel more masculine than at
other times?
What would you say are kinds of things that boosts your ego?
How long have you and your partner been living together for?
How did it come that you two started living together?
What do you understand about the word chores? Like domestic chores?
What would your consider to be chores around your house?
Who does the dishes in your house?
What are all the chores that you do?
How did you and your partner negotiate who does what chores in your house?
What do you think can explain the way in which your chores are divided in your home? (is it
very traditional–as in you do male things and she does female things?)
Before we end off, how has this interview been for you speaking to a woman?
Has there been anything you would like to talk about that I haven’t touched on yet?
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APPENDIX 4: TRANSCRIPT CONVENTIONS (SILVERMAN, 2001)
[ Left brackets indicate the point at which a current speakers
talk is overlapped by another’s talk
  An equal sign at the end of the line and one at the beginning of
the text indicate no gap or pause in conversation between the two
speakers
(.2) The number in brackets indicates elapsed time in silence in tenths
of seconds
(.) Indicates tiny gaps in conversation, no more than one tenth of a
second
__ Underlining indicates stress via pitch or tone
: Indicate prolongation of the immediately prior sound, number of
colons is indicative of the length of the prolongation
CAP Caps lock indicates especially loud sounds in relation to the other
talk
.hh Indicates out of breath, number of h’s are indicative of the length 
(word) Possible hearings
( ) Transcribers inability to hear the word that was said
((italics)) Indicates participants displayed emotion
